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Manage price request, 

distribute RFQ, 

monitor suppliers, 

organize your quotation 

and give feedback.
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BETTER PRODUCTS, FASTER, 
MORE COST EFFECTIVE

> BOM MANAGEMENT

> ENGINEERING CHANGE

> MULTI-SOURCE

> PRICE REQUEST 

> RFQ INTEGRATION

> BOM COSTING

YOUR CONCERN
PRODUCT COST

Up to 80% of the cost are ixed 
at the design stage. Though 
it’s critical to have an eicient 
strategic sourcing approach 
while developing new 
products. Sourcers need to 
allocate a signiicant workload 
to support R&D team to reach 

the best cost.

TIME-TO-MARKET

Product lifecycle are getting 
more and more short, as a 
consequence development 
leadtime need also to be 
shorten to meet the time-to 
market expectations. Solutions 
need to be found to meet the 
challenge.

DATA SHARING

Cross-functional teams are 
involved at the development 
stage: R&D, sourcers and 
Product or Project managers. 
A huge number of data need 
to be shared within the team 
all along the development 
stage. leadtime.

Control the cost of the products all along the 

development cycle, with always shorter time-to-

market, become a critical concern for the project 

team. Buymanager PROJECT provide a unique 

cross-functional solution to control the material 

cost. Track the BOM and all the engineering change, 

manage the multiple qualiied source, centralize 

price request and supplier quotation and follow-up 

your product BOM costing.  
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FUNCTION SCOPE

FEATURES BENEFITS

BOM Management Manage all the BOMs, single or multiple level track BOM revisions

BOM Upload
Upload a BOM from any Excel ile, generate all necessary records including parts and qualiied 

sources

BOM Engineering changes
Compare the new revision of a BOM in Excel and display all diferences of quantity, designators 

and qualiied sources. Generate an RFQ based on the diference, or generate a report. 

Multiple Source manage-

ment

Monitor the status of the diferent sources (AML) of every components and use them for RFQ 

and BOM costing.

Price request
Generate price request for existing or new components, diferent scenario of quantity, includ-

ing technical speciication. They will be directly used by sourcers for RFQ generation.

Price request based on BOM Generate a price request for all the components of a BOM and several scenario of quantity

BOM Costing
Calculate the best cost of BOMs for several scenario of quantity, combining price from RFQ and 

ERP, considering MOQ, L/T, MPQ. 

Create RFQ based on Price 

Request

Price Request are used to generate RFQs, reducing time and workload as well as eliminating 

typing mistake. Price Request can be combined in one RFQ allowing optimized work low. 

Quote Price Request with 

existing price

Prior to RFQ generation all prices available from previous RFQ or from ERP can be re-used. 

Reduce both the RFQ workload and feedback leadtime.

Dispatch Price Request
Price request can be dispatched to the diferent sourcer, commodity manager, avoiding the 

multiples emails and spreadsheet.

RFQ Overview Follow-up the status of all the RFQ of the project in a single interface.

Project 360° overview All the data of the project are gathered in a single interface 


